
Queen’s Head Ampthill 

Team 2 Site Report - 20th May 2005 

Background Information 

In the Lounge Bar shadows have been seen. There has also been some poltergeist activity. In the 

corner of the room there is a meter cupboard which should be avoided at all costs (high emf). The 

radio in the lounge kept turning itself on though the family believe that this, and maybe other 

activity, was due to one of the landlord’s son’s girlfriend. The same girlfriend also had a necklace 

taken. LPS member Jon Meyern has seen a shadow cross the lounge bar from the door by the bar to 

the door to the toilets. He was in the main bar when he saw the shadow. 

In the corridor running past the kitchen and toilets there have been noted high and variable emf 

readings along with cold spots which seem to move around. At one end of the corridor is a small 

side access behind the two bars, here a presence has been felt which is believed to be that of a 

former landlord, Bill Savage. 

In the bar the landlord’s son photographed the spirit of a 17
th
 century man, near to the piano, on his 

phone but the image was later erased accidentally. The family dog, Glen, has a habit of staring and 

barking at the corner where the photograph was taken. This area is part of the bar but used to be a 

corridor when the pub was the original three cottages. Things have also been sensed moving up and 

down this ‘corridor’. The bar is the area in which most things seem to occur. 

In the upstairs corridor footsteps have been heard. These have also been heard by LPS member Jon 

Meyern. In the upstairs living room the younger son reported cold feelings. 

In the kitchen there has been some poltergeist activity. 

One of the female bar staff has been slapped on the legs by an unknown, and unseen assailant in the 

lounge bar. The current landlord senses things in the pub but has not seen anything. When the 

landlord first moved in the first Sunday was so busy that he felt as if he regretted taking over the 

pub. As he sat exhausted at the end of the night he suddenly felt as if he had been given a psychic 

hug, after that things were better. The landlord feels that all of the spirits are friendly. 

Bar 

Room occupied from approximately 0100 to 

0215. Room scanned no unusual emf readings. 

Emf meter left on table by pillar during whole 

vigil did not move from 2mG. Only occurrence 

was a shadow seen on the roof. I was sitting 

next to the pillar and saw the shadow in the 

mirror to the right of the piano. Light on roof 

was from chillers behind the bar and shadow 

could have been Glen, the dog, who was 

wandering around. Nothing else noticed during 

the vigil. 

LK = Leana King 

BK = Bill King 

DB = Darren Bywaters 

JF = Jane Farrow 

AD = Adrian Dennis 



Upstairs Living Room 

Vigil lasted from about 0230 to 0330. Initial temperature 

readings room +20ºC, window +19.5ºC, final readings 

almost the same. Room scanned for emf nothing noted. 

Emf meter left on table in front of window during vigil, 

reading remained at 2mG. 

On drawing: 

LK = Leana King 

BK = Bill King 

DB = Darren Bywaters 

JF = Jane Farrow 

AD = Adrian Dennis 

Control Room 

Room occupied from 0345 to 0445, nothing occurred. 

Lounge Bar 

Vigil lasted from about 0500 to 0600. 

Initial temperature readings room +24ºC, 

window +21.5ºC to +23ºC, final readings 

almost the same. Room scanned for emf 

nothing noted. Emf meter left on table in 

by BK during vigil, reading remained at 

2mG. 

On drawing: 

BK = Bill King 

DB = Darren Bywaters 

JF = Jane Farrow 

AD = Adrian Dennis 

 


